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The VR Vue Examiner is a handheld wireless device that works like a magic
camera for viewing virtual reality space. It allows customers to experience
virtual reality in a new and easy way, without the need to wear a headset.
Simply point VR Vue Examiner at almost any product or object in the booth to
see that object’s virtual counterpoint on a nearby video screen. As you move
the Examiner, the virtual-world on the screen precisely syncs with the realworld. It’s a unique augmented reality experience that helps customers engage
with, understand and remember your products.
Customers can interact with the virtual world in a number of ways. For example,
they can point to designated areas of the booth or parts of a product to popup infographics. Clicking a button might switch the display to x-ray mode,
allowing them to see inside your product to better understand it’s workings.
This allows them to dig as deep as they like while learning about your product.

exhibitry.com/VRVue
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With VR Vue Examiner there are no
headsets to wear and nothing to sanitize
between uses. This makes it a practical
and hygienic approach to leveraging the
power of virtual reality in a trade show
environment.

Experience VR Vue
VR Vue is a turnkey virtual reality presentation
system. It features a the handheld device,
computer system, the Examiner touchscreen
monitor and a customized virtual reality
experience.
The Examiner attaches to the monitor to
further enhance the experience. Now the
monitor becomes a magic camera. Customers
use the the handles to point the monitor in
any direction to see the virtual view. They
can interact with the virtual-world product
using the touch screen to bring your virtual
products to animated life. For example,
they might have the product expand into
an exploded parts view, with pieces floating
all around the booth, so they can touch any
part for more pop-up information. Or they
might operate the virtual representation
of the product to better understand how it
functions.
VR Vue Examiner creates a unique virtual
reality experience that helps you explain and
demonstrate products.

Use VR Vue Experiences for
• product demonstrations
• self-service kiosk
• simulations
• lobby, museum or retail installation
• intenteractive presentation
• live presentations

Your product has a story to tell.
We make multimedia experiences that tell those stories.
From concept to completion, the artists, directors,
animators and trade show technologists of exhibitry.com
create communicative media that informs and motivates
customers. We specialize in:

• Interactive kiosks and models
• Virtual reality
• Projection mapping
• Trade show apps
• Animation
Our products and services have proven effective for
marketing and communication at trade shows, client
events and marketing venues around the world. For more
information, visit our website, or give us a call:

281-240-2212
info@exhibitry.com
Follow us on Twitter: @exhibitry

Road warriors will enjoy using VR
Vue Portable, the self-contained
kit that lets you take your VR
experience right to the customer.

